
Behavior  
During  the  game,  our  robots  are  divided  into  several  roles.  Such  as  striker,  midfielder,  and                
defender.  We  use  a  finite  state  machine  to  design  the  robot  behavior  in  which  its  transitions  are                  
different  based  on  current  game  state,  robot’s  role,  teammates  states  or  location  and  orientation               
information   from   the   localization   module.  

We  use  communication  between  robots  to  run  the  game  strategy  and  share  the  information  of                
robot’s  states,  ball  position,  and  robot  positions.  The  most  recent  coming  robot  provides              
information   on   a   new   game   strategy   that   will   be   used   during   the   game.  

Every  time  the  robot  released,  it  will  look  at  the  whole  field  and  compare  the  distance  of  the                   
nearest  goal  from  the  release  position.  The  side  with  the  closest  goal  distance  will  be  the  side  of                   
its   team,   and   the   side   with   the   further   goal   distance   will   be   the   side   of   the   opposing   team.  

Throughout  the  last  2  years  of  our  participation  in  RoboCup,  we  have  succeeded  well  in  terms                 
of  implementing  teamwork  between  robots,  robots  can  share  tasks  based  on  the  position  of  the                
robot  on  the  field.  This  division  of  tasks  is  done  when  the  game  state  is  set,  or  when  the  robot  is                      
entering  or  leaving  the  field.  However,  based  on  this  year's  RoboCup  regulation,  striker  and               
defender  robots  are  no  longer  allowed  to  be  put  manually.  Therefore,  we  start  to  eliminate                
assignment  as  striker  directly  when  kickoff  state.  We  also  divide  the  tasks  as  a  striker  and                 
defender  by  considering  the  relative  position  of  the  robot  against  the  two  goalposts.  However,               
this   task   changes   automatically   when   there   is   one   player   who   exits   the   field.  

Last  year,  because  there  were  only  a  few  robots  we  had,  we  were  forced  to  assign  a  goalkeeper                   
to  catch  up  to  the  ball  when  the  robot  saw  the  ball  while  other  robots  were  not  on  the  field  (for                      
example  because  of  pick-up).  This  year  we  will  combine  two  robot  teams,  namely  kid-size  and                
teen-size,  under  these  circumstances,  we  will  limit  the  robot's  goalkeeper  motion  to  the  goal  kick                
area.   So,   we   hope   our   goal   will   be   maintained   by   at   least   one   robot.  

Last  year,  our  robot  played  well  in  regular  competitions,  but  our  robot  wasn't  able  to  score  when                  
drop-in.  This  is  because  our  robots  do  not  implement  standard  protocols  in  this  repository               
(https://github.com/RoboCup-Humanoid-TC/mitecom),  so  our  robots  cannot  work  with  robots         
from  other  teams.  This  year,  we  will  implement  a  full  communication  protocol,  so  that  each  of                 
our  robots  can  work  together  with  the  robot  in  one  team,  as  well  as  with  other  teams  when                   
drop-in.  

  


